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THE “BEAUTIES” OF LITERATURE,
1750-1820
Tasteful Prose and Fine Rhyme for
Private Consumption

Barbara M. Benedict

Fine literature, eighteenth-century writers and readers agreed,
contains beauties.1 Even as definitions of literary beauty
changed, critics pointed to individual “beauties” to illustrate
their claims about the effects of art on audiences.2 Although
the term traditionally refers to technical ornaments of verse, it
shades into designating passages which stir readers to admira
tion. Dryden, for example, defines “beauties” as tropes, figures,
and such features as the unities while Pope admires Longinus’
“Freer Beauties" (Essay on Criticism, 170); even while recom
mending that critics attend to the whole artwork over “petty
beauties,” Johnson frequently alludes to successful strategies or
sections by the term.3 These shifts in usage follow a general

1 I would like to thank the American Society of Eighteenth-Century Studies, the
Clark Library, the Newberry Library, the Mills Memorial Library, Trinity
College, and the St. Anthony's Foundation for grants enabling me to conduct the
research for this essay. My thanks go also to Charlotte Stewart Murphy, and to
Linda McKinney and Irwin Primer for help in ESTC research.2
Pictorial beauties were also popular, as demonstrated by Rowlandson’s
Picturesque Beauties of Boswell (1726), indebted to the Picturesque Beauties of Shake
speare, a series of engravings begun in 1723. Johnson's final definition of "beauty"
to refer to a person was commonly used for women; see the annual poems to
"Bathing Beauties" in Edmund Curll's Tunbridge Wells Miscellanies, 1714-1740.
H. James Jensen, A Glossary of John Dryden's Critical Terms (Minneapolis:
3
University of Minnesota Press, 1969), 26; Joseph Epes Brown. Critical Opinions
of Samuel Johnson (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1926), 51 and passim.
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shift in the eighteenth-century location of literary value from
craftsmanship to a moral application that endorsed individual
responses to art.
In his Dictionary, Johnson first defines "Beauty" in accord
ance with a neoclassical critical doctrine which values form in
its entirety, as "That assemblage of graces, or proponion of
parts, which pleases the eye." Nevertheless, his subsequent
definitions characterize beauties as independent pans: a beauty
is "A particular grace, feature, or ornament," and, thirdly,
"Any thing more eminently excellent than the rest of that with
which it is united," which he illustrates as follows:
This gave me an occasion of looking backward on
some beauties of my author in his former books.
Dryden's Fab. Pref.
With incredible pains have I endeavoured to copy the
several beauties of the ancient and modern historians.

A rhuthnot.4
In these and similar contexts, literary "beauties" are passages
which can be severed from their own surrounding context
without losing their charm for the reader.
This concept of literary value facilitated the com
modification of beauty in a new, material form: the book of
Beauties. From the middle of the century, these volumes of
passages selected from authors, works, and genres were pub
lished by booksellers, small publishers, and pirates who used
this means to circumvent copyrighting regulations.
Like
similar collections of painting, landscape, illustrations, music,
art, and oratory, literary Beauties offered an introduction to
genteel culture.
For example, Joseph Spence’s "Guide to
Classical Learning; or, Polymetis abridged" offers itself as a
work "necessary, not only for classical instruction, but for all
those who wish to have a true taste for the beauties of poetry,
sculpture and painting" (London, printed for J. Dodsley, and
R. Horsfield, 1764). Blossoming in the last quarter of the
century after copyright restrictions loosened, Beauties propa-

4 A Dictionary ofthe English Language (London: W. Strahan, 1755) The second
illustration for tke second meaning is, “Wherever you place a patch, you destroy
a beauty" from Addison.
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gated for new audiences a canon of British works.5 In the
process, they helped to redefine literary beauty as a commodity whose commercial availability both proved the superiority of native literary and political culture, and allowed
readers to demonstrate their moral taste by their purchases.6
Literary Beauties thus bridge traditional and new kinds of
literacy and of literary culture.
Beauties are a form of literary miscellany and fulfill many
of the same functions. Literary miscellanies—collections of
diverse, short, light works, bound together—had been a popular publishing genre since the Restoration.7 Some miscellanies,
expensively produced by copy-holding publishers like Jacob
Tonson and Bernard Lintot, were designed for the shelves of
gentlemen’s libraries; many were unmonitored compilations of
pamphlets sewn together by provincial booksellers or pirates
like Edmund Curll. Most miscellanies, however, were dense
volumes of the latest in contemporary reading, containing as
many as four hundred literary snippets. As compilations of
fashionable verse, they often bore booksellers’ prefaces and
were sometimes edited by popular poets like Aphra Behn.
Virtually every London publisher issued some such compila
tion, including Robert Dodsley whose Collection of poems, by
several hands (1748-58, revised and continued by Pearch, 1775)
helped to motor the fashion for melancholy verse which
inspired Roach's Beauties of the Poets (1793-4).8 From their
inception, miscellanies worked to commercialize elite printed
culture.9 Literary miscellanies and beauties are forms, like the

5 Thomas F. Bonnell, "John Bell's Poets of Great Britain: The 'Little Trifling
Edition' Revisited," Modern Philology 85 (1917): 121-52; Bonnell, "Bookselling
and Canon-Making: The Trade Rivalry over the English Poets, 1776-1783,
Studies in Eighteenth-Century Culture 19 (1989): 53-69.
6 In "Alexander Pope and the Disappearance of the Beautiful," Timothy Erwin
explores this point in his analysis of the similar commodification of visual beauty
and the shift from "beauty" to "beauties* (Eighteenth-Century Life 16 [1992]:
46-64, esp. 46. 51. 53).
7 Harry M. Geduld stipulates the works of three authors for a true miscellany in
Prince of Publishers: A study of tht Work and Career ofJacob Tonson (Bloomington:
Indiana University Press, 1969), 87-8. See also E. R. Wasserman, "Pre-Restoration
Poetry in Dryden's Miscellany," Modem Language Notes 52 (1937): 546-50.
8 R. D. Havens, "Changing Taste in the Eighteenth Century," PMLA 19 (1921):
501-26.
9 For an analysis of the analogous process by which Restoration manuscripts were
transformed into periodical literature, see Margaret J. M. Ezell’s "The Gentleman's
Journal and the Commercialization of Restoration Coterie Literary Practices,"
Modem Philology 89 (1992): 323-40.
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series and children’s books with which they overlap, "invented
and refined by publishers, in whose minds the marketing of
books as commodities ranked equally or above literary considerations.”10 In the circulating libraries popular at the end of
the century, books indeed vied with other accessories as com
modities of fashionable culture.11 Fashionable publications also
borrowed the prestige of the Beauty to attract readers. The
BEAUTIES of all the Magazines Selected. For the Year 1762, a
periodical rather than a Beauty, included "several ORIGINAL
COMIC PIECES," aimed "To be continued the Middle of every
Month,” and reprinted drinking songs, fashion commentaries,
journals, and imitations of the Spectator (London: T. Waller,
1752). As they negotiate the claims of "classic" literature and
those of fashionable verse, miscellanies also play a role in
establishing taste for a generation of readers.
These books and booklets served a new audience. They
gave readers with relatively little leisure or wealth to spend on
literature a digest of fashionable literary culture.12 [n addition,
they made this culture accessible: Johnson applauded compila
tions like The Beauties of Watts "at which, said he, a man will
often look and be tempted to go on, when he would have
been frightened at books of a larger size and of a more erudite
appearance.’’13 Their crib of short passages, quickly read and
memorized, educated young or inexperienced readers by
supplying a source of both sophisticated conversation and
private enlightenment. Miscellanies often help to establish
authors' reputations and to promote their works. Tonson’s
six-volume Miscellany Poems (1684-1709; reissued in duodeci
mo in 1716), known as “Dryden’s Miscellanies," promoted the

10 Leslie Howsam, "Summed Literary Venturer The Series in Victorian Book
Publishing," Publishing History 31 (1992): 22.
11 In
Judging New Wealth: Popular Publishing and Responses to Commerce in
England, 1730- 1800 (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1992). 55, 42-60. James Raven
explores the redesigning and issuing of literature in multiple volumes, the
improved distribution of books, increasing library subscriptions, and books in
which "domestic heroes and heroines condemn, praise, or are surrounded by the
very latest fashion products"
12 For analyses of the cultural role of compilations of sentimental literature, see
Barbara M. Benedict, "Literary Miscellanies:
The Cultural Mediation of
Fragmented Feeling," ELH 57 (1990): 407-430. For a further discussion of the
readership of these forms, see Jon P. Klancher, The Making of English Reading
Audiences, 1790-1832 (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1987).
13 Johnson's Miscellanies, ed. George Birkbeck Hill (Oxford: 1897), 2, 2; qtd. in
Brown, Critical Opinions, 16.
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works of the Restoration wits Etherege, Roscommon, and
Sedley by linking them with MacFlecknoe, Religio Laici, and
Absalom and Achitophel. Pope chose the venue of Lintot’s
Miscellaneous and Fugitive Pieces (1712) for the debut of The
Rape of the Lock, and, like Dryden, helped to orchestrate the
contents to show off his masterpiece.14 In contrast, Beauties
reiterate established critical evaluations. Whereas miscellanies
advertise light, humorous, and fresh works, Beauties promise
quality: the best pieces by the best authors. Miscellanies
boast of their novelty; Beauties vend the vetted and the
venerable.
Nonetheless, Beauties vend culture to readers who cherish
their power to judge and enjoy literature for themselves.
Beauties thus negotiate between cultural authority and in
dividual judgment by selling morality as aesthetic pleasure,
meaning as "beauty." They continue a process of literary
dissemination begun in the Restoration when a private library
became a "social necessity," and publishing houses started to
print book catalogues in smaller formats to be available to a
widening readership.15 Like such catalogues, Beauties usually
include indexes which categorize the contents alphabetically by
subject: they thus supply a library of comments on significant
topics within a single book. This feature also resembles the
principle of commonplace collections, which provide references
for readers who may not own the entire works from which
they may draw.16 Even if bound with the entire work, such
indexes imitate in printed form the practice recommended by
John Locke for organizing and remembering key passages from
important books.17 By providing a crib of references for
conversation as well as contemplation, they inform or in
doctrinate readers in fashionable topics ana in the orthodox

14 David Foxon and James McLaverry, Pope and the Early Eighteenth Century Book
Trade (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1991), )38-39
15 David McKitterick, "Bibliography, Bibliophily, and the Organization of
Knowledge." in David Vaisey and David McKitterick, The Foundations of
Scholarship: Libraries & Collecting, 1650-1750 (Los Angeles The Castle Press for
William Andrews Clark Memorial Library, 1992) 43 This practice reflects the
principle adopted by book catalogues and Libraries after the Restoration, and
points to the ambiguous relationship in literary culture between valuing books for
their topics or use, and for their authors.
16 James D. Butler, LI. D., "Commonplace Books—Why and How Kept"
(Madison, Wisconsin, 1887), 15.
17
Robert DeMaria. Jr., "Samuel Johnson and the Reading Revolution."
Eighteenth Century Life 16 (1992): 89.
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Figure 1. The Pilgrim’s Progress...A Critique of its Beauties.
Courtesy Mills Memorial Library, McMaster University.
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discourse on them. Like commonplace collections, Beauties
display the cultural education, or at least the values, of the
owner.18 As printed versions of commonplace collections,
however, Beauties embody the eighteenth-century location of
authority in a printed culture which could be purchased and
absorbed by anyone with sufficient means. This shift cor
responds to the shift “from the gentleman author writing
within the tradition of courtly patronage to the professional
author who depended on the mass patronage of the reading
fiublic.”19 By excerpting canonical works, Beauties makel
iterature user-friendly. Even Beauties which publish entire
works rather than fragments ignore chronology, generic dis
tinctions, and original context. Each entry, whether fragment
ary or entire, is separated from the preceding or subsequent
item so that it appears as an independent and complete expres
sion of a theme of interest to the reader.20 Beauties repackage
literary authority in a format which places the reader at the
center of meaning.
From the 1750s to the nineteenth century, literary Beauties
advise children and adults on how to enjoy literature by
instructing them in a range of skills associated with language.
J. Hinton praises Addison, Akenside, and Blacklock, among
others, through his “observations on the different species of
poetry, and the rules of English versification" in The Beauties of
Poetry Display'd. (2 vols., Dublin, printed by J. and J. Hoey,
1757). Rev. J. Ireland's "Beauties in Prose and Verse" combines
a selection “from the most eminent English authors" with an
English grammar (Newcastle, printed by T. Angus, 1784).
Many Beauties supplied cribs for young people theatrically
inclined, like Jane Austen's Crawford and Bertram families in
Mansfield Park. W. Stone's Beauties of the stage: or, dramatic
companion combines "the most favourite and admired scenes,
soliloquies, speeches, passages" with “an essay on the art of

18 Mary Thomas Crane, Framing Authority: Sayings, Self, and Society in SixteenthCentury England (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1993). 4 and passim.
19 C. Y. Ferdinand, "Beniamin Collins; the Salisbury Journal. and the Provincial
Book Trade," Library. 6th ser., 11 (1989): 116.

20 In "Anthologies and Miscellanies: Production and Choice of Texts." Julia
Boffey and John J. Thompson suggest that the "local, practical, domestic, and even
political considerations" that influence the composition of medieval anthologies
result in highly idiosyncratic books, which reflect the character of their individual
compilers (Book Production and Publishing in Britain, 1375-1475 ed. Jeremy
Griffiths and Derek Pearsall [Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1989], 292).
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acting” (London, printed for A. Hamilton, 1792). Similarly in
1794-5, William Scott’s Beauties of Eminent Writers, specifically
“selected and arranged for the instruction of youth in the
proper reading and reciting of the English language,” turns
literary culture to elocutionary instruction (2 vols., Edinburgh,
printed for Peter Hill, and G. Kearsley). The sentimental
spouter: or, young actor's companion complements “A treatise
on oratory...and theatrical acquirements” with "A collection of
the most celebrated scenes, speeches and soliloquies...The
whole comprising the essence of theatrical delivery. And the
beauties of dramatic poetry” (London, printed for J. Wheble;
and T. Axtell, 1774). Stage Beauties could also be publicly
performed in a social demonstration of aesthetic education:
one advertisement for 20 July, 1797 touts the exhibition of
"the beauties of the comic opera Inkle and Yarico” with
"Wrangling lovers, or, Like master like man” and "Shake
speare’s Seven ages, or All the world’s a stage” (Edenton,
North Carolina: printed by Henry and James Wills, 1797).
Because they simplified and excerpted canonical texts,
Beauties provided a formula not only for instruction but for
schoolbooks themselves. “Sentences, divine, moral, and historical in prose and verse; with copies for the alphabet...The
whole being the beauties of Addison, Johnson, Rollin, Wesley,
and other eminent authors” uses contemporary literary taste to
teach reading, writing, and religion “For the use of schools”.21
The pre-eminent publisher of children’s literature, John New
bery, produced several Beauties, including Poetical Dictionary;
or, the Beauties of the English poets, alphabetically displayed
which adopts the format of the horn book to purvey stylistic
sophistication.22 As exemplary texts, these Beauties provided
moral, as well as aesthetic, instruction: for example “Beauties
in prose and verse, selected from the most celebrated authors,
antient and modern" is “calculated to exhibit the most striking
pictures of virtue and vice to the minds of youth” (Stockton,
printed and sold by R. Christopher, 1783), and “Modern
Beauties in Prose and Verse, Selected from the Most Eminent
Authors” is “designed for general entertainment; and calculated

21 By Joseph Longman...Salisbury, printed by E. Easton; and sold by Messrs.
Wilkie, London; Sollers and Simmonds, Blandford; Young, Milborne; Applin,
Winborne; and Jeffery, Weymouth, 1786.
22 Ed. S. Derrick. London, printed for J. Newbery, J. Richardson, S. Crowder and
Co. T. Longman, T. Davis [and 4 others in London], 1761.
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Figure 2. Frontispiece, Vicesimus Knox, Elegant Epistles, vol. 3.
Courtesy The Newberry Library.
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for the improvement and amusement of youth" (Darlington,
printed and sold by M. Heavisides, 1793). Vicesimus Knox
borrows the Beauty concept for his Elegant Epistles and Elegant
Extracts, published at the turn of the century. These volumes,
moreover, like seventeenth century chapbooks, attract parents
as well as children.23 The Beauties of Thought, on various sub
jects, for example, selects a variety of verse and prose “from
the best authors" and “calculated for the improvement of the
minds of readers of every class” (Bridlington, printed and sold
by I. Leadley, etc., 1793). As an English, canonical author,
Shakespeare filled many books of Beauties which at the same
time sold the commentaries of critics.24 The works of Shake
spear, reprinted periodically from 1753 to 1795, for example,
featured eight volumes “In which the beauties observed by
Pope, Warburton, and Dodd, are pointed out. Together with
the author's life; a glossary; copious indexes; and, a list of
the various readings,” a format imitated in 1783 by George
Kearsley.25
Later Beauties, however, balance this emphasis on acquiring
and displaying culture with an emphasis on the pleasure of the
text. In accordance with shifts in critical doctrine and with
the popularity of sentimental literature during the last quarter
of the century, Beauties increasingly package literature as
private experience even while retaining their function of
training readers in cultural values. Stage Beauties, for example,
anticipate the Romantic separation of poetry and drama by
representing the experience of drama as poetic beauty, enjoyed
alone (Corman, “English Drama," 310). Thesaurus Dramaticus
isolates and labels its stylistic delights, including “all the cele
brated passages, soliloquies, similies, descriptions, and other

Margaret Spufford, Smalt Books and Pleasant Histones: Popular Fiction and Its
23
Readership in Seventeenth-Century England (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press. 1981). 72. 75.
24 Brian Corman, "What is the Canon of English Drama, 1660-1737?,” Eighteenth
Century Studies 26 (Winger. 1992-3): 307-311.
25 London [i. e. Edinburgh?], sold by A. Manson, etc. [1753?]. Also Edinburgh,
printed by Sands. Murray, and Cochran. For W. Sands, etc., 1753; Edinburgh,
printed by Wal. Ruddiman and Company, 1769; Edinburgh, printed by A.
Donaldson, 1771; Glasgow, printed for J. & A. Duncan, etc., 1795. Edinburgh,
printed for Bell
Bradfute. etc., 1795. “The Beauties of Shakespear: regularly
selected from each play. With a general index, digesting them under proper beads.
Illustrated with explanatory notes, and similar passages from ancient and modern
authors" (2 vols., 3 ed. Dublin, printed for J. Milliken, 1773).
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poetical beauties in the body of English plays...digested under
proper topics” (2 vols, London: printed by Sam. Aris, for
Thomas Butler, 1724). Reprinted in 1737 and expanded to
three volumes in 1756. this collection assumed the common
title of The Beauties of the English Stage and updated its taste
by advertising “the most affecting and sentimental passages...in
the English plays, ancient and modern,” which are organized
chronologically.26 It is the sentimental effect on the individual
reader which is being sold as the apex of the native tradition.
Both the index and the structure of chronological excerpts
reconstitute the dramatic episodes in each play as isolated,
sentimental attitudes, severed from plot, causality, or conse
quence. The Beauties of Modern Dramatists similarly presents
“all the interesting characters, sentiments, speeches, &c. in the
most favourite dramas of our present authors” (Corrected and
digested...by Walley Chamberlain Oulton; London, printed
for West and Hughes. 1800). The emphasis on performance
dovetails with an emphasis on reaction.
This enterprise of perpetuating established taste while
honoring literature’s “effects on individual readers'' shapes the
Beauties of the last quarter of the century.27 Presentation
became essential to attract readers. Although Beauties of
classic modern poets proliferated from the 1770s through the
1790s, including volumes of works by Pope, Johnson, Young,
Charles Churchill, Mary Robinson, and James Hervey, the
new form was the anthology organized by mood or topic and
offering more poets for less pence. This lad was galvanized by
Dodsley’s beautifully illustrated Collection of Poems which
presented poetry as not only an expression of individual
genius, but also a narrative or feelings. Booksellers adapted:
Kearsley, for example, published The Beauties of Milton, Thomson and Young, a slice of Graveyard verse which yet com
memorated canonical poets (Dunlin, 1783).
As Bewick’s
technique of producing inexpensive engravings was realized,

26 3rd ed. London, printed for E. Withers, and A. and C Corben. See also ‘The
Beauties of the English Drama: digested alphabetically according to the date of
their performances. Consisting of the most celebrated passages...With a copious
index to the subjects....' (4 vols. London, printed for G Robinson. 1777).
27 Hans Ulrich Gumbrecht, "Phoenix from the Ashes' or: From Canon to
Classic,' New Literary History 20 (1988): 151; quoted in Corman. "Canon of
English Drama,' 310-11.
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Figure 3.
Beauties of Milton. Thomson and Young
Courtesy Mills Memorial Library, McMaster University
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furthermore, poetry which lent itself to illustration, particu
larly of the sublime and the picturesque, became increasingly
popular, contributing to the decorative packaging of literature.
The lavishly illustrated, American Beauties of the muses; or,
Select sentimental poems and elegies exemplifies the packaging of
poems by mood. Extracted from Dodd, it advertises poems
which became staples of literary collections into the 1820s:
Parnell’s “The Hermit,” Gray’s “Elegy,” Goldsmith’s “The
Deserted Village,” and Dr. Porteus’s “The Hermit of the
Dale.” (Printed [and sold] at Worcester [Mass.], by Isaiah
Thomas, etc. [Boston and New Hampshire], 1793). Similar
collections depict the joys of solitude. Beauties thus sell the
critical consensus while advertising the primacy of the lone
reader’s response.
Significantly, many of these lone readers were women.
Harrison’s Lady's Poetical Magazine, or Beauties of British Poetry
signals its female audience by an elaborate title-script and
vignette of two women fashionably attired walking amidst a
pastoral scene (Vols. 1-2, London, 1781). Every hundred
pages, a further engraving portrays a woman in dis
tress-weeping before a church, pleading with parents, ban
ished—so that the topic of both poetry and art is represented
as female feeling. Stothard’s engraving on the first page sug
gests a pedagogical use for the publication by portraying a
domestic scene in which boys examine a globe and girls a
baby. The editor’s “ADDRESS,” however, contradicts these
sexual politics:

TOO long has Man, engrossing ev’ry art,
Dar’d to reject the Female’s rightful part;
As if to him, alone, had been confin’d,
Heav’n’s greatest gift, a scientifick mind.

Harrison argues that women are as strong in mind as men, and
thus should possess literary culture equally with them.
The enfranchisement of readers over their own literary
culture is one of the selling-points of Beauties, but while
endorsing the reader’s experience of literature, the format of
Beauties insinuates that this experience must be guided by
authority. The question was where to locate this authority:
in the market forces of booksellers and book buyers, or in the
academy. In his two-volume Select Beauties of Ancient English
Poetry, Henry Headley criticizes the over-simplification of
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literature entailed by the Beauty format when it is exploited
for the profit of the book trade.

The compilations [of this kind] I have hitherto met with,
from being either too limited or too extensive, have
always appeared to me imperfect. Some selected from
authors far too well known to stand in need of such
partial and disjointed recommendation, and who in fact
hold a most distinguished rank in the School of the
People; others I have found mere common place books
of mutilated quotations, adapted to the illustration only
of an alphabetical list of given subject, without...the most
distant reference to the beauties of composition.28
Even while honoring the “School of the People," Headley
advocates schooling in the “beauties of composition,” and a
balance between editing and reprinting and between popular
and elite taste, which only a disinterested expert can achieve.
By including a sweeping literary history, biographical sketches
of each author, and endnotes, Headley remedies the reader's
inadequate education. Nonetheless, he blames editors, authors,
and the book trade, not readers, for the distortion of English
literary history to include only the relatively modern authors
endorsed by Johnson’s English Poets. After accusing Johnson
of desiring money and fame, he criticizes “Booksellers" for
artificially inflating Johnson’s reputation in their attempt to
control culture by establishing the English literary canon
(xxxii-xxxiii)?29
In deploring the mutilations and arbitrary classifications of
Beauties, Headley does more than defend an author’s entire
opus from booksellers’ rapine. He also attacks the usurpation
or the reader’s freedom of opinion by the book trade.

Selections expressly of beauties from modern books of
credit, unless immediately intended for the use of schools,
are in a great degree idle and impertinent, and do but
28 Preface, [, vw (London: T. Cadell, 1787). Headley's Select Beauties, originally
intended to run to lour volumes but Truncated by his death, was published by
subscription, and itself reissued with a biographical sketch by Rev. Henry Kelt
in 1810, and again in 1830.
29 For a thorough treatment of the merits of this argument, see Alvin Kernan,
Printing Technology, Letters & Samuel Johnson (Princeton. Princeton University
Press, 1987], esp. 62-94.
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multiply books to no good end; by anticipating him, they
deprive the reader of that pleasure which every one feels,
and of that right which every one is entitled to, of judging
for himself. (ix)

Echoing the arguments of booksellers opposed to lifting
perpetual copyright, Headley mediates this right to judge for
oneself by denning a literary "beauty" directly.30 In accordance
with the contemporary fashion for rustic verse, he avers that
beauties are stylistic charms of natural genius rather than the
“clockwork construction[s]" of Swift, Atterbury, and Pope,
which mirror the degeneracy of an idle culture addicted to
imitation ("Introduction" I, vii, xxii). His "Beauties" are revels
in nature which will improve the reader’s morality (xix).
This rhetorical blend of moral and aesthetic categories, of
appeals to nature and insistence on educational guidance,
presents literature simultaneously as an individual pleasure and
a social necessity. The power of the form to socialize the
content is particularly evident in Beauties of sentimental
prose.31 By severing "sentiments" from the narrative, Beauties
recontextualize them as stylistic gems with moral resonance
and control the reader’s identification with an individualistic
sentimental ideology. Commonly excerpted are sections from
Tristram Shandy like the brief “Chapter on Sleep," and episodes
from A Sentimental Journey, particularly Yorick’s encounters
with the Monk and with “The Fille de Chambre.” Packaging
fashionable literature as examples of “classic” culture, Beauties
recast sentimental fiction as moral discourse equivalent in form
and style to poetry.
This rhetoric works with the form of Beauties to justify
popular taste according to conventional critical categories. For
example, Tullis’ The Beauties of Mackenzie, an inexpensive
compilation of biography and literature published for a Scottish
audience, represents Henry Mackenzie not as a sentimental

30 See Hansard. cols. 1084-7, and Lord Karnes’ discussion of the 1774 trial in
Barbara M. Benedict. “'Service to the Public': William Creech and Sentiment for
Sale” in Sociability and Society in Eighteenth-Century England, eds. John Dwyer and
Richard B. Sher (Eighteenth-Century Life 15 [1991]: 119-46). The result of the 1774
trial is represented here as an act of legislation.
3l For an analysis of the process of socializing sensibility by print, see John
Mullan, Sentiment and Sociability: The Language of Feeling in the Eighteenth
Century (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1988), esp. 120-35.
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novelist but as a stylist and a public figure.32 By this time,
Henry Mackenzie had earned a solid literary reputation. He
had edited The Lounger (1785-7) and The Mirror (1779-80), both
of which had been reissued in bound volumes; in 1808 his
eight-volume Works had appeared, prefaced by a moralistic
autobiography, and several senes featured his work, including
Hunt's Classic Tales in 1806 and Tegg's miniature novelists in
1809.33 Nonetheless, Mackenzie was popularly known for The
Man of Feeling (1771), generally understood, Tullis suggests, as
a sentimental celebration of melancholy love and doomed
sympathy. In his Beauties, Tullis contextualizes this novel
within Mackenzie’s work as an example of refined style. The
Beauties of Mackenzie contains excerpts from his most famous
works, in order of popularity rather than of either composition
or narrative sequence, starting with the “History of Edwards"
from The Man of Feeling, including vignettes from his period
icals and his novels, and featuring “A Visit to Bedlam,” so
popular that it had been published separately as a pamphlet.34
Tullis redirects the reader from an emotional to a moral and
aesthetic appreciation.
In his biographical panegyric, he
applauds Mackenzie’s self-restraint, rather chan his sentiment,
remarking,

It is peculiarly pleasing to contemplate a life in which the
praise of literature is so happily, so elegantly, so graceful
ly associated, with the best virtues of social and domestic
life, and with the steady and judicious exercize of the
most respectable talents for business. (x)

Acknowledging that Harley, the hero of The Man of Feeling, is
"refined to an angelic purity of soul," and a "favorite of the
fair, especially, and the young,” Tullis hints to his readers that
The Man of Feeling merits applause for its stylistic purity,
minute imagery, sweetness, elegance, and dignity "without
pomp" (vi-vii).
The refinement Tullis advocates is thus

32 “Selected from his various Works. To which is prefixed A Short Sketch of His
Life and Writings' (Cupar, Printed by R. Tullis, 181 J). B. M. 1609 / 6096. Tullis
had also published Man of Feeling with the Story of La Roche in 1803.
34 For analyses of Mackenzie’s social conservatism, see John Dwyer, Virtuous
Discourse:
Sensibility and Community in Late Eighteenth-Century Scotland
(Edinburgh: Donaldson, 1987).
35 "Sentimental Tales, Gc. with Harley’s Visit to Bedlam" (Newcastle-upon Tyne,
1804).
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stylistic as well as moral, even moral because stylistic. Only
Mackenzie’s final novel, Julia de Roubigne, is not represented
here, for,
The events are rather romantically tragic, and not of a
pleasing example; yet there is in it much to give delight
to a tender and elegant mind, and even to transport a
youthful fancy to a delirium of wild melancholy and
love. (viii-ix)

Such an ecstatic experience—or behavior—opposes the refine
ment Beauties promote.
Tullis exploits the burst of popularity that Beauties enjoyed
in the final quarter of the century. This popularity derives
from several causes. After the 1774 legal decision brought
about by the trial of Millar v. Donaldson, modern classic
authors were released from copyright protection; this opened
a wealth of new material up for repackaging in the Beauty
format by small publishers as well as London booksellers.35
Secondly, the popularity of a sentimental literature which
endorsed simplicity and instinct, coupled with the new market
for children's literature, strengthened the juvenile audience for
Beauties.36 The increasing emphasis on sentimental delicacy,
cultural literacy, and moral education contributed also to the
packaging of literature as refinement, while the critical atten
tion to biography made texts for moral contemplation out of
literary lives as well as literature.
One successful run of Beauties exemplifies the way the form
of Beauties negotiated moral and aesthetic categories. These
were published in the early 1780s by George Kearsley, a

35 For a detailed examination of the significance of this decision on copyright
legislation and publishing practices, see Gwyn Walters. “The Booksellers in 1759
and 1774: The Bartle for Literary Property". The Library 29 (1974): 287-311;
also see John Feather. A History of British Publishing (London and New York:
Penguin Books. 1988). 83 and passim. See also John Feather, “The English Book
Trade and the Law, 1695-1799." Publishing History 12 (1982): 57-58. 64-65; “The
Publishers and the Pirates: British Copyright Law in Theory and Practice,
1710-1775". Publishing History 22 (1987): 16-26; The Provincial Book Trade in
Eighteenth Century England (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1985), 2-9.
36 Neil McKendrick, John Brewer, and J. H. Plumb, The Birth of a Consumer
Society:
The Commercialization of Eighteenth-Century England (London:
Hutchison, 1982). Ronald Paulson notes the sentimental Beauties of Sterne,
Fielding, and Richardson in Popular and Polite Art of the Age of Hogarth and
Fielding (Notre Dame: University of Notre Dame, 1979), 141.
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London bookseller with a fairly typical career. The ESTC
records 901 entries under the imprint "Kearsley," suggesting
that he maintained a fairly steady readership.37 After succeed
ing to the business of Jacob Robinson, “Proprietor in several
copies and remarkable for selling all sorts of plays,” Kearsley
sold musical imprints, pamphlets, and books from the Golden
Fleece in Ludgate Street from 1758 to 1773, and from the
Golden Lion in Fleet Street until his death in 1790.38 For the
next six years, he traded as “Catharine and George Kearsley,"
and from 1796 to 1813 his son George took over the business.
After the phenomenal success of his Beauties, however,
Kearsley fell on hard times, going bankrupt first in June, 1784
and again on 21 August.
Like many of his contemporaries, Kearsley sold whatever
was popular.39 This included sensational pamphlets, trials,
plays, contemporary poetic and literary works, medical
treatises, academic speeches, religious histories, even political
literature, including John Wilkes' controversial periodical The
North Britain (1752-3) for which he was arrested when number
45 was published.40 Kearsley's Gentleman and Tradesman's
Pocket Ledger was successfully “sold by all the booksellers in
town and country" from at least the early 1770s to the mid
1780s, while his children's literature included Kearsley's Table of
Trades (1786, reissued 1787), and two staple texts for schools:
Letters upon ancient history...chiefly written by the late Earl of

37 This is not a reliable number both because the ESTC does not note duplicate
entries, and because Kearsley sometimes spelled his name "Kearsly" Nonetheless,
his association with names like Strahan and Dodsley. as well as his publication of
several well known works, suggest that he enjoyed a fair amount of prominence.
38 Ian Maxied, The London Book Trades. 1775-1800 (Surrey: Unwin Books Ltd.
The Gresham Press, 1977), 127. Biographical information on Kearsley in drawn
from this book and from H R. Plomer et al., A Dictionary of the Printers and
Booksellers who were at work in England, Scotland, and Ireland from 1716 to 1775
(Oxford Bibliographical Society for Oxford University Press. 1932 [for 1930]).
145-9
39 It was only very well established firms like Tonson, Lintot, and Strahan which
could afford to specialize in literature; as C. Y Ferdinand notes in 'Benjamin
Collins the Salisbury Journal. and the Provincial Book Trade," "investment in
steady selling authors and titles was [a] key to successful bookselling" [Library, 6th
ser , 11 [1989]): 125. Kearsley attempted to follow this recipe
.
40 In 1782 he issued a second edition of Dodd’s Thoughts in Prison coupled with
other miscellaneous pieces; in 1785, he issued a two-volume collection of The
Poetical Works of David Garrick, and in 1789 a new, enlarged Poetical Works of
Samuel Johnson. With W. Strahan, J. Dodsley, and eight others, he printed a tenvolume Works of Laurente Sterne, with an autobiography included.
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Chesterfield to his son, Philip Stanhope (1783) and Moral Tales of
M. Marmontel, appearing immediately after the first English
translation in 1763. In 1760, he published the Royal Female
Magazine to rival Charlotte Lennox’s Lady’s Museum and
"invade the large and grooving market for women’s maga
zines.”41 In 1773, in another such venture, the Sentimental
Magazine, he imitated Sterne’s Tristram Shandy in his opening
number with a serial entitled, "A Sentimental Journey through
Life” (Mayo, Novel in Magazines, 289, 344-5). These publica
tions document Kearsley’s sensitivity to the growing female
audience, his belief in prose fiction as the genre of the moment,
and his appreciation of the profits to be had with a serial
publication.42
Kearsley nonetheless waited ten years before feeding his
readers’ appetite for canonical native literature. In 1771, The
Beauties of English Prose had offered "a select collection of
moral, critical, and entertaining passages, disposed in the
manner of essays” in four volumes (London, printed for Hawes
Clarke and Collins, etc., 1772). Later itself serialized in
London in 1833 as part of Tegg’s Beauties of Literature, this
compilation excerpted the works of Sterne, Milton, Thomson,
Young, and Fielding. In 1781, Kearsley published The Beauties
ofJohnson: consisting of maxims and observations moral, critical,
& miscellaneous, accurately extracted from the works of Dr.
Samuel Johnson, the first and most popular of his Beauties. A
second part, with the added subtitle “arranged in alphabetical
order, after the manner of the Duke de La Roche-Foucault’s
Maxims,” appeared in 1782, and, after a flurry and dip in the
mid and late 1780s, eighth and ninth editions were printed in
1792.
Kearsley had already tested the ground by publishing in
1776 and 1777, "Johnsoniana: Or, A Collection of Bon Mots,

41 Moral Tales was translated by Denis and Lloyd; Robert D. Mayo, The English
Novel in the Magazines, 1740-1815 (Evanston. H; Northwestern University Press.
1962). 378. See the tables recording the purchases of books by provincial readers
in Jan Fergus's "Eighteenth-Century Headers in Provincial England:
The
Customers of Samuel Clay's Circulating Library and Bookshop in Warwick,
1770-72" (Papers of the Bibliographical Society of America 78 [1984]: 196).
42 He also published The Monthly Melody, a musical series. For an analysis of the
significance of The Lady's Museum in empowering women over the genres of
narrative, see Judith Dorn, “Reading Women Reading History: The Philosophy
of Periodical Form in Charlotte Lennox’s The Lady's Museum," Historical
Reflections / Reflexions Historiques 18 (1992): 7-27.
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This miscellany packages Johnson as a model for
43
&c."
women and children, as well as men, of sophisticated conversa
tion on a par with Chesterfield. Declaring the slender volume
“the only Jest Book extant, proper to be read in families,”
Kearsley defends both the social utility of the genre and its
moral tenor:

It is acknowledged on all hands, that the sensible bon
mot, the witty pun, and the lively smart repartee, greatly
enliven conversation, exhilarate the spirits, and increase
social mirth...[Other jest books] contain so many ob
scene, indecent jests, tales, riddles, epigrams, songs and
toasts, that it was impossible to lay them out of a
gentleman's hands, without running the hazard of
corrupting some youthful mind, of insulting some chaste
female, or of offending some sober family. (Preface, vi)
Similarly, The Beauties ofJohnson, published in 1781, advertises
the writer's “Maxims and Observations, Moral, Critical, and
Miscellaneous,” turning Johnson's own words into a recom
mendation for the book as a commonplace crib:
“We frequently fall into error and folly, not because
the true principles of action are not known, but
because for a time they are not remembered: he may
therefore be justly numbered among the benefactors of
mankind, who CONTRACTS THE GREAT RULES OF LIFE
INTO SHORT SENTENCES, that may be easily impressed
on the memory, and taught by frequent recollection to
recur habitually to the mind.” RAMBLER.

By emphasizing the practicality yet rarity of Johnson’s texts,
the preface fuses pedagogical and antiquarian or elite appeal.
The first volume of The Beauties of Johnson was such a
success that it stimulated a second volume by public demand.
Issued the following year for 2s. 6d. and featuring a frontispiece
sketch of author's head, the volume includes an explanation of
the function of the work: in reading it, “the mmd will not
only be warmed and improved in the cause of Virtue, but at

43 “By Dr. Johnson and Others. Together With the Choice Sentences of Publius
Syrus." Pirated in Dublin the same year by W. Whitestone, and reissued in 1777
by Kearsley.
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the same time educated to form a taste for works of art and
literature" (2, ii). Despite this promise of aesthetic refinement,
The Beauties of Johnson reflected popular taste, growing to
include one hundred pages of biographical description, entailing
"Augumentations" from the new Life by Boswell, “Biographical
Anecdotes extracted from Mrs. Piozzi," and “Ditto from
various Authorities."
These supplements emphasize the
peculiarities of the man, rather than the significance of his
words. Under the rubric of aesthetic education, Kearsley
satisfies popular curiosity. In order to condemn this, James
Thomson Callender printed a parodic Deformities of Dr.
Samuel Johnson in 1782, commenting on Johnson's words;
later booksellers even bound the Beauties and Deformities
together.
From the success of The Beauties ofJohnson, Kearsley clearly
saw his chance. Rapidly, he transformed the single miscellany
of Johnson's work into the first in a series of Beauties, creating
a library of digested modern classics. For half a crown each,
readers could buy the Beauties of Goldsmith, Watts, Sterne,
and Fielding, which would supply “the most complete Library
in the English Language, both for useful knowledge and
rational entertainment." Although “principally intended for
the Use of Youth of both sexes," Kearsley recommends them
to all readers, moreover, he supplements them with the poetic
Beauties of Pope and Swift, and in 1783 of Shakespeare and of
Milton, Thomson, and Young (Adv. Beauties of Fielding, 1782).
Such texts would also appeal to female readers of the monthly
periodicals themselves laced with prose fiction. Indeed, in the
same year, the first two volumes of The Lady’s Poetical Maga
zine: or Beauties of British Poetry appeared, rapidly followed in
1782 by two further volumes.44 Issued by the bookseller
Harrison who published several, ambitious series, this was at
once a periodical publication and a lavishly illustrated Beauty:
exclusive yet limitless, it demonstrates the way astute publish
ers could adapt literature to specific audiences by co-opting the
claims of selectivity coded in the title of Beauty. The Lady’s
Magazine printed didactic, domestic poetry, redefining literary
history as a tradition of practical and inspiring verse for
women. Kearsley's Beauties similarly interpret the literature

44 CBEL (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1974), 402-403 The ESTC
dates the first volumes in 1780-81.
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they contain for the practical use of their readers, but Kearsley
turns literature into lesson and author into example.
Kearsley's Beauties reinvent their authors as exemplary
characters. His biographical prefaces laud their strength of
character as much as their talent, while his engraved busts
portray thoughtful men in the prime of life. They become
exempla of success for the young reader. By reorganizing their
works according to moral topics, Kearsley locates the sig
nificance of the contents on moral rather than aesthetic
grounds. For example, The Beauties of Fielding concludes its
twelve-page biography with a litany of virtues that rationalize
the taste of a previous age for an author sometimes deemed
vicious:
In respect to his mind our author was unhappy, but not
vicious in his nature; in his understanding lively, yet
solid; rich in invention, yet a lover of science; an
observer of mankind, yet a scholar of enlarged reading;
a spirited enemy, yet an indefatigable friend; a satyrist of
vice and evil manners, yet a lover of mankind; an useful
citizen, a polished and instructive wit, and a magistrate
zealous for the order and welfare of the community
which he served (xii).
The contents are arranged under an alphabetical list of abstract
moral dualities, beginning with "Avarice,” ending with “Zeal,"
and including one hundred and eighty categories in 203 pages.
These headings recontextualize the author's works as moral
sermons, maxims for the trials of life; the surrounding
narrative, and therefore the fictional context, has vanished. As
the excerpt on “BOOKS” paradoxically explains, “We are as
liable to be corrupted by books, as by companions.” (Comment
on Lord Bolingbroke's Essays, xii, 343: 26). Kearsley's Beauties
clean books. Indeed, Kearsley promises that “Every loose
expression is carefully avoided in The BEAUTIES of STERNE”
(Adv.).
This moral discourse, however, is arranged to highlight
stylistic contrasts.
Like commonplace books, Kearsley's
Beauties invite comparison and memorization but repel an
ironic or critical approach. Almost every selection (except
those on chastity and a few others) runs lor a paragraph or
less; the organization and editing eradicate most of the irony
while transforming specific comments into universal truths.
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For example, the two passages under the heading “GOODNATURE" equate very different texts (140):
There are persons of that general philanthropy, and easy
temper, which the world in contempt generally calls
good-nature'd, who seem to be sent into tne world with
the same design with which men put little fish into a
pike pond, in order only to be devoured by that vor
acious water hero. Life of Jonathan Wild, vol. v, p. 48.
Good-nature is that benevolent and amiable temper of
mind, which disposes us to fee) the misfortunes, and
enjoy the happiness of others; and consequently pushes
us on to promote the latter, and prevent the former, and
that without any abstract contemplation on the beauty of
virtue, and without the alluremenu or terrors of religion.
Essay on the Characters of Men, vol. xii. p. 46.

The source citations hint that the first passage is drawn from
a fiction and the second from a meditation; indeed, since the
first selection satirizes good-humored people for naivete, and
the second praises them for their social merit, the two passages
might be seen to contradict each other. This contrast re
sembles the technique of late Restoration miscellanies in which
different translations are printed side-by-side to invite the
reader to make stylistic comparisons. Here, irony and philo
sophical sentimentalism stand juxtaposed as rhetorical attitudes.
Nonetheless, both original contexts are subsumed within the
new context of the Beauty. In this context, the interpretative
tensions between the passages collapse as both become articula
tions of Fielding’s consistent ideology. Similarly, the passages
on “ZEAL” within the context of Kearsley’s volume articulate
a solemn reverence for righteousness:
“There is no zeal blinder than that which is inspired
with a love of justice against offenders.” Tom Jones, p.
115.
“It is admirably remarked, by a most excellent writer,
that zeal can no more hurry a man to act in direct
opposition to itself, than a rapid stream can carry a boat
against its own current.” Ibid, p. 7. (203)
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Reprinted out of context, Fielding’s ironic hint that zeal is
another name for a hidden motive mutates into a definition of
zeal as powerful motive itself.
Kearsley’s Beauties were not the only such series. A decade
later, another bookseller, John Roach, printed a series of
Beauties which exploited the current taste for British Poets
exemplified by Bell’s British Poets. Plenty of miscellaneous
poetic Beauties already existed. The cleric Thomas Janes, for
example, edited popular verse into a devout collection that
proved immensely popular: The beauties of the poets. Or, a
collection of moral and sacred poetry from the most eminent
authors was reprinted frequently in the last decade of the
century (Bristol, printed by William Pine, 1773; 1777, 1788,
1790, 1792, 1799, 1800). Roach capitalized on these produc
tions. Possibly the son of Dominick Roach, himself a book
seller (fl. 1723), Roach has in common with Kearsley an
interest in theatrical publications and excerpted modern
literature, both popular forms which simultaneously attracted
young and adult, gentlemanly and popular readers. From his
Drury Lane shop, Roach sold plays from prompt-books, “odd
volumes and indelicate prints,” including on 10 November 1795
Harris's List of Covent Garden Ladies, which landed him in
prison for a year.45 Along with these imprints, however, he
had a rich stock of humorous miscellanies and song books,
including Edwin's jests, humours, frolicks and bonmots (1791),
similar collections by Henry Ranger, Jack Sprit-Sail's Frolick
(1789), The Gentleman's Court of Anacreon (1789), The Whim of
the Day (1791), The Royal Toast Master (1793), and Sweet Robin;
or, the Children in the Wood. A Select Collection of the Choicest
Songs, ancient and modem (1794).46 Roach’s reputation for
topical publication probably helped him to sell his Beauties as
a collection of popular poems, packaged as pleasure by a
bookseller whose specialty was short, simple verse. They
clearly were successful, for Roach not only issued them in six

45 Biographical and publishing information is drawn from the Dictionary of
National Biography (London. 1885), the ESTC (which records 124 records), and
Maxted. The London Book Trades, 1771-1800. 191.
46 His best-known work is Roach's New and Complete History of the Stage
(London. 1796); also notable is Roach's Authentic Memoirs of the Green Room,
containing Lives of all the Performers at the Theatres Royal, Drury Lane. Covent
Garden, and Haymarket, with Poetic Criticisms to each and Characters of the
Patentees ([12mo] London: 1796). successful enough to spawn imitations in 1799,
1800, 1803, and 1804.
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bound volumes in 1793 and 1794 as well as in a series, but also
published Beautiful Extracts of Prosaic Writers, carefully selected
for the Young and Rising Generation in three volumes (12mo,
1795).
Roach issued his poetic Beauties in an innovative form: a
series of twenty-four brief pamphlets, numbered sequentially,
each of which contains two to six poems from modern classic
authors, printed in full. These pamphlets were, in effect,
chapbooks of high poetry.47 Each advertised its contents on
the title page and bore an epigraph evoking the mood of the
collection. This form borrowed from contemporary practice.
As Richard D. Altick his remarked, “Between 1790 and 1830,
there was a scattering of relatively cheap series, appealing to a
class of readers who could not afford the better-remembered,
but higher-priced, collections."48 Altick cites John Limbird’s
British novels at 6d. to 3s. 6d. and miscellaneous British classics
at 8d. a volume as the cheapest series, but Roach offered his
pamphlets at 6d. each. Since these Beauties were issued partly
for youths, partly for an audience educated in chapbooks and
theater, and partly for socially ambitious parents, they feature
attractive illustrations of such titles as “Tombstone Lectures” (a
page-long excerpt from Addison on death). Roach's presenta
tion indicates the range of his intended audience. A vignette
of a classically-attired woman warrior standing beside the Muse
reading large book propped against broken columns advertises
the volume as a compilation of classical verse for women as
well as men. Roach inserted into the bound edition an extra
engraving, opposite title-page of each number, for further
illustration. These illustrations were fairly common as embel
lishments to series of novels since the 1774 copyright case.49
While lending class to Roach’s publications and attracting
children, they also tacitly advised readers on what aspect of the
poem to admire: mood.

47 For a discussion of chipbooks is popular culture. see Victor E Neuburg. The
Penny Histories: A Study of Chapbooks for Young Readers over Two Centuries
(London: Oxford University Press, 1968)
48 “From Aldine to Everyman: Cheap reprint Series of the English Classics,
1830-1906," Studies in Bibliography 11 (1958): 6.
49 Richard D. Altick, Paintings from Books: Art and Literature in Britain,
1760-1900 (Columbus: Ohio State University Press, 1985), 38.
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Indeed, Roach’s entire organization emphasizes mood or
theme over genre, author, or subject.50 He groups poems
loosely around a theme expressed by genre, anchored by two
or three especially popular poems or poets. #1 of Roach’s
Beauties of the Poets samples the mid-century Graveyard School
by supplying Moore’s “Night thoughts among the Tombs,”
Blair’s "the Grave,” and Gray’s “Elegy in a Country Church
yard.” #2 supplements these offerings with poems addressing
youthful experience: Goldsmith’s "Traveller and “Edwin and
Angelina," Pope’s "Pleasures and Pursuits of Human Life,”
Dunscombe’s “Evening Contemplations in a College,” and
Ogilvie’s "Ode to Evening." Easily the most popular poet is
Pope. Several of his shorter poems serve to set the mood of
each pamphlet: "Messiah" introduces religious verse (#14),
"Prologue and Epilogue to the Satires” is linked with Roscom
mon’s "Essay on translated verse” (#21); “Windsor Forest" is
printed with various panegyrics (#22). Although Roach prints
entire works, he prompts his readers’ reactions with judicious
annotations. #7, entitled "Evening Reflections written in
Westminster Abbey" includes a footnote after the first two
lines, "HAIL, Sacred Fane! [sic] amidst whose stately shrines,
/ Her constant vigils Melancholy keeps*”:

" The long drawn aisles and pensive vaults of this venerable
pile of Gothic magnificence, diffuse over the mind a pleasing
melancholy; while the eye is on every side attracted by the
storied urn and animated bust, which commemorate the
virtues of the monarch, the abilities of the statesman, or the
achievements of the hero.
This editorial note rehearses the rhetoric of private improvement through solitary, poetic contemplation. By his packaging
and by including such notes, Roach thus educates his readers
in the attitudes of proto-Romantic poetry.
By publishing in a series like Kearsley did, Roach attracted
readers who would buy subsequent issues based on the virtue
of the first, or who wished to complete the set (Ahick, “Cheap

50 Roach's Beauties may be one of the first true series according to Leslie
Howsam's definition: "a named, sometimes numbered, group of books with a
common theme, usually with uniform binding, and often uniformly priced,
appearing under a general title" ("Sustained Literary Ventures,* Publishing History
XXXI [1992]: 5.)
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Figure 5. Roach’s Beauties of the Poets, #9.
Courtesy The Newberry Library.
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Reprint Series," 11-12). He thus took advantage of the reader
who wished to accumulate a library while preserving the very
low price attractive to youthful or poor readers. Beauties
already lent themselves to such an approach by advertising
cultural and aesthetic literacy. Collected issue by issue, these
Beauties promised to provide a literary education tor the reader
delivered in regular lessons but purchased and absorbed
privately.
The rhetorical conflation of aesthetics and morality, of
individual judgment and education, functions with the format
of the late eighteenth-century Beauty to mediate not only
between differently educated readers but between several kinds
of reading. By its form of indexes, excerpts, and predetermined
categories, Beauties link individual and socially sanctioned
responses. Beauties also package literary culture for conversa
tional use. By indexing selections under subject titles, Beauties
enable their users to call up pertinent quotations and senti
ments when general topics arise on social occasions. This
format also shapes the way the literature appearing in Beauties
was read. Rolf Engelsing has argued that before the "reading
revolution" of the mid-eighteenth century, people read "intens
ively," concentrating on a few texts studied thoroughly,
whereas once printed texts and literacy burgeoned, readers
began to read "extensively,” absorbing a greater variety of
materials and conning them more casually.51 Beauties bridge
these the two modes of reading. By isolating fragmented
sentiments and by prefaces emphasizing the technical beauties
of style, they enforce a careful contemplation of the text close
to Englesing's "intensity”; at the same time, they promise to
provide a comprehensiveness and moral application which
imitates Englesing’s model of “extensive" reading.
Literary Beauties also mediate between conflicting cultural
interpretations of literary value. Whether issued as series like
the Beauties of Kearsley and Roach, or as individual or paired
volumes like The Beauties of the Stage, Beauties supply readers
with a library of English classics. In guiding them through the
maze of contemporary printed culture, literary Beauties exploit
new readers' desire for a canon by excerpting literature lor a
genteel, practical, and self-consciously discriminating public.

51 DeMaria, Jr. "Samuel Johnson and the Reading Revolution", 87; Robert
Darnton, The Great Cat Massacre and Other Episodes in French History (New York:
Vintage Books, 1985), 215-86.
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They provide in miniature the "centralized authority" which
eighteenth-century readers desired in the book trade by means
at a structured method of reading: a vetted format of what
and how to read that stresses style.52 At the same time, these
volumes endorse reading as an exercise of individual judgement,
a moral experience. Beauties represent literary value as the
aesthetic enjoyment of moral language, fine rhyme for private
consumption.

52 David McKinerick, 'Bibliography, Bibliophily, and the Organization of
Knowledge,” 49.

